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Vladimír auli
Dept. Theor. Phys. INP eº near Prague, AVCR
Abstrat
The loop struture of two point Green's funtions is investigated in the Wess-
Zumino model in the formalism where the auxiliary elds are integrated out. In
the usual frame of perturbation theory the deviation from the non-renormalization
theorem is expliitly shown. It is shown that Ward identity are not satised in
this approah. Further we go beyond perturbation theory by solving a system
of regularized Shwinger-Dyson equations (SDEs). The mass splitting between
fermions and bosons, whih was already observed in perturbation theory level, is
further enhaned.
1 Introdution
In this paper, we investigate the loop struture of the eld theory model in-
trodued by Wess and Zumino [1℄ in formalism where the auxiliary elds are
integrated out. Our aim is to expliitly hek the (in-)equivalene of quantum
theories dened with and without the use of auxiliary elds. The later approah
(denoted as II in the next text) is based on the quantization of the Lagrangian
model whih has been obtained by eliminating auxiliary elds F,G within the
help of their lassial equation of motion. The rst is the well known manifest
supersymmetry (Susy) invariant (denoted as I in the next text), whih in its own
has been examined many times for dierent reasons.
First let us ignore quantum orretion and summarize the lassial theory. In
suh ase, the lassial ation is in our notation [2℄
SIC =
∫
d4xLIC , I
LIC = − 12(∂A)2 − 12(∂B)2 − i2 ψ¯∂/ψ + 12F 2 + 12G2
+ m(FA+GB − 1
2
ψ¯ψ)
+ g(FA2 − FB2 + 2GAB − ψ¯ψA− iψ¯γ5ψB) , (1)
where lassial Lagrangian LIC involves a salar eld A, a pseudosalar eld B, an
anti-ommuting Majorana spinor ψ, and two auxiliary salar F and pseudosalar
eldG both of anonial dimensionmass2. Under supersymmetry transformation
eah line in Lagrangian LIC transforms as a total derivative, omposing thus SIC
from three independent Susy invariant terms.
1 Introdution 2
Using a lassial eld equation of motion for F,G one an obtain the following
lassial ation
SIIC =
∫
d4xLIIC II
LIIC =
−1
2
[
∂µA∂
µA+ ∂µB∂
µB + iψ¯ 6 ∂ψ +m2A2 +m2B2 +mψ¯ψ
]
− mgA(A2 +B2)− g2
2
(A2 +B2)2 − gψ¯ψA− igψ¯γ5ψB . (2)
It is widely believed that theories I and II should desribe the same physis even
when they are quantized, i.e. it is assumed that the equations of motion for the
elds F,G survive quantization.
In the paper [3℄ the lassial theory I was quantized via path integral and
onsidered generating funtional for the Green's funtions is
ZI [JI ] =
∫
DADBDFDGDψ exp ih¯SIQ , (3)
where the quantum ation is dened as usually
SIQ = S
I
C +
∫
d4x[AJA +BJB + FJF +GJG + η¯ψ] , (4)
where we have introdued spae time dependent funtion JI(x) = (JA, JB, JF , JG, η)
assoiated with the eld Φ = (A,B, F,G, ψ), where JI inludes -number exter-
nal soures of bosons and η is an antiommuting Majorana spinor. Imposing the
transformation rules for JI then the Susy an be retained and the well known
Ward identities an be write down (for Susy Ward identities see original paper
[3℄.
Generating funtional for the model II is given by
ZII [JII ] =
〈
0
∣∣∣∣T exp
{
i
∫
d4x [JA.A+ JB.B − η¯ψ]
}∣∣∣∣ 0
〉
, (5)
where in ontrary to the previous ase , the Lagrangian of the model II has
the ordinary degrees of freedom, i.e the all elds have the usual kineti terms.
As onsequene of elimination F,G the all elds have now non-zero anonial
onjugated variable with non-vanishing equal-time anonial (anti)ommutation
relations. From this, using a standard treatment one an arrive to the alternative
expression for the funtional (5)
ZII [JII ] =
1
Z[0]
∫
DADBDψ exp
{
i SIIQ
}
SIIQ = S
II
C +
∫
d4x [JA.A + JB.B − η¯ψ] (6)
where JII = (JA, JB, η) are lassial soures of Wess-Zumino physial multiplet
φ = (A,B, ψ).
1 Introdution 3
Assuming no anomaly in I, the Ward identities
ΠA(p
2) = ΠB(p
2) = p2Γ1(p
2) (7)
should be respeted by the renormalization. In general these identities onstrain
various renormalization onstants. Furthermore many of these onstants are not
atually neessary. Already in the paper [3℄ the non-renormalization theorem
(NT) for WZM was proposed. This NT simply state that renormalized and bare
quantities are related as
mr = Zm; gr = Z
3
2 g (8)
where Z is the eld strength renormalization onstant whih is ommon to all
eld, i.e. ψ = Z1/2ψr and the same is valid for the elds A and B; mr is
renormalized mass and gr is the renormalized oupling onstant. In the words
the equations (8) means that all diagrams belonging to verties should be nite
and the propagators ould be divergent in very uniform way. In this plae we
should stress that the NT, ie. the atual niteness of vertex funtions, are proofed
by an expliit evaluation of diagrams in superspae [4, 5, 6℄, (see also [3℄ for
an indiation and for instane [7℄ for the renormalization without supergraph
tehnique) i.e. the appropriate proof is unavoidable based on the auxiliary eld
formalism represented by I.
Up to my knowledge a proper examination of innities remains undertaken
in Susy eld theories without the expliit help of auxiliary eld formulation.
However, dealing with theory with true physial degrees of freedom pertained,
i.e. with the funtional II, we are not able to reprodue the NT at all. In the next
setion we will demonstrate the deviation from the WTI and the NT expliitly
already at one loop.
Although, we observe that one ommon Z is still suient to renormalize all
eld ontent of WZM, the expliit alulation suggests that the masses of boson
and fermion setor neessarily dier due to the quantum orretions. Expliitly,
at one loop level we need to introdue the boson mass renormalization funtion
Zmb , suh that
mb =
Zmb
Z
mbr, ; b = A,B (9)
where mAr = m
B
r are renormalized boson masses when ZmA = ZmB is naturally
taken. Remind here for ompleteness, that the relation mψ = mψ/Z is still
satised sine the eld F,G do not ouple to ψ. In order to renormalize the
WZM II, we must add the ounterterms whih break the original supersymmetry
invariane. Susy, if formulated by the quantum ation in II, does not survive
quantization .
The paper is organized as follows. In the next setion we write down the one
loop perturbative result for selfenergies. In the setion 3 we go beyond the frame
of perturbation theory and derive the set of Shwinger-Dyson equations (SDEs).
After a simple trunation of SDEs we use some regularization tehniques to solve
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the SDEs numerially. Proposed method oers a simple estimate of Green's
funtions behavior without loosing onnetion with the 'bare' Lagrangian.
2 1-loop orretions
For the disussion of loop struture and the renormalization it is useful to dene
generating funtional of one partile irreduible (1-PIR) Green's funtions. This
is obtained from the generating funtional W of onneted Green funtion via
Legendre transformation
Γ[R] = W [J ]−
∫
d4x (JA.A+ JB.B − η¯ψ)
W [J ] = −ilogZ[J ] , (10)
where R are the semilassial vauum expetation of φ in the presene of J already
dened in the introdution. They satisfy
RA =
δW
δJA
, RB =
δW
δJB
, Rψ =
δW
δη¯
, (11)
JA =
δW
δRA
, JB =
δW
δRB
, η = − δW
δRψ¯c
. (12)
First of all, let us mention that in the formulation I fermions does not interat
with auxiliary eld. Therefore there is no dierene when ompare one loop
fermion selfenergy in II and in I (starting from (10) we will omitted index II
sine from now we will deal only with the theory II and no onfusion threats ).
In addition we start with the alulation of the propagator GB. The alula-
tion of GA will proeed similar steps. (We will relegate the appropriate derivation
of the propagator GA in fully nonperturbative fashion to the next Setion. The
perturbation result then easily follow). Before doing this expliitly we onven-
tionally dene the proper two point funtion
ΓB(x− y) = δ
2Γ[R]
δRB(x)δRB(y)
∣∣∣∣∣
J=0
=
∫
d4p
(2π)4
eip.(x−y)ΓB(p
2),
ΓB(p
2) = ΓclasB − ΠB(p) = ΓclasB + Γ1loopB + ...
ΓclasB = p
2 −m2, (13)
(and the same we dene the propagator of A) noting that the identities G−1B (p) =
ΓB(p),G
−1
A (p) = ΓA(p) are exatly valid even in the presene of external soures.
The fermion propagator is dened as
S−1(p) = 6 pΓ(1)ψ (p) + Γ(2)ψ (p) = 6 p−m− Σ(p) , (14)
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where Γ1,Γ2 are two independent funtion and Σ(p) is the onventional selfenergy.
Equivalently, it is sometimes onvenient to introdue the following formula
S(p) =
F(p)
6 p−M(p) , (15)
where the so alled renormalization wave funtion is dened through the eq.:
F−1 = Γ(1) and mass funtion is M = Γ(2)/Γ(1).
The appropriate ontribution to ΠB an be represented as
ΠB(p
2) =

+

+

+

= −i
∫
d4l
(2π)4
{[
6g2
l2 −m2 + iε
]
+
[
2g2
l2 −m2 + iε
]
+
[
4m2g2
((l − p)2 −m2 + iε)(l2 −m2 + iε)
]
−
[
8g2
l2 −m2 + iε +
−4g2p2
((l − p)2 −m2 + iε)(l2 −m2 + iε)
]}
, (16)
where eah term in the eah braket [] in (16) is assoiated with given Feynman
diagram depited in the rst line (in given order). The dashed (dot) line orre-
sponds with the propagator of A(B) eld, the solid line stands for the fermion
propagator. Convenient shift and some obvious algebra has been done ( we lear
out the numerator l.p by the use of the identity 2l.p = G−1(l)−G−1(l− p) + p2)
in expression for the fermion loop. The appropriate anellation of quadrati
divergenes between salar tadpoles and fermion loop is obvious. Summing all
together, the omplete one loop result is given by the following logarithmially
divergent expression
ΠB(p) =
α
π
(p2 +m2)I(p) (17)
I(p2) = −i
∫
d4l
π2
1
((l − p)2 −m2 + iε)(l2 −m2 + iε)
= lim
Λ→∞
∫ Λ2
4m2
dω
√
1− 4m2
ω
p2 − ω + iǫ , (18)
where we have dened α = g2/(4π).
For ompleteness we also review the appropriate set of relevant Feynman
diagrams whih omplete one loop ontribution to ΠA. These are
ΠA(p
2) =

+

+

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+

+

(19)
The evaluation of ΠA simply gives
ΠA(p
2) = ΠB(p
2) . (20)
And reall that in our notation the fermion selfenergy an be evaluated as
Σ(p) = 6 p α
π
I(p2). (21)
In the limit Λ → ∞ in (18) the innite term m2 α
pi
I(p2) in the expression
(16) for boson selfenergy an be removed only by renormalization of the masses
mA and mB in the WZM. The NT as well as Susy WI are not valid for theory
II. Assuming g is a rather small number, i.e. g << 1 then the perturbation
theory inspetion provides the strong evidene (if not proof) of non-equivalent
formulation of the supersymmetri quantum eld theory dened throughout I
and II. Note, it does not mean that one of the the theories is inorret. The
result should be read as that the quantum eld theory II is not equivalent to
the theory I wherein the lassial equation of motion for phantom elds F,G are
simultaneously satised (as it was supposed in [1℄).
3 Masses beyond perturbation theory
In this Setion we derive Shwinger-Dyson equations (SDEs) for the propagators
of the WZM II. These are the rst of innite system of quantum equations
of motion whih relate Green's funtions of theory with themselves. If solved
exatly, we would obtain the full information about the theory. The tehnial
impossibility of suh a proedure is obvious and we trunate the system of SDEs
in a way that if we approximate the exat Green's funtions inside the loops
by the bare ones then the one-loop results obtained in the previous Setion are
reprodued.
Before presenting the derivation we antiipate the resulting equations graph-
ially. The set of SDEs for two point Green's funtions an be diagrammatially
represented as:
G−1A (p
2) = p2 −m2 − ΠA(p2) ,
ΠA(p
2) =

+

+

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+

+

+

+

+

+
	
(22)
G−1B (p
2) = p2 −m2 − ΠB(p2) ,
ΠB(p
2) =


+

+

+

+
Æ
+

+

(23)
S−1(p) = 6 p−m− Σ(p) ,
Σ(p) =

+

, (24)
where now (in ontrary to the previous Setion) the all internal lines inside the
loops represent the fully dressed propagators. The diamonds and bloops stand
for dressed quarti and trilinear verties whih satisfy their own SDE. The above
mentioned trunation of SDEs simply means that in the equations (22),(23),(24)
the two-loop diagrams should be negleted and dressed verties should be replaed
by the lassial ones.
The derivation of SDEs is tedious but neessary task we now turn. For this
purpose we aommodate the elegant and waterproof funtional method originally
developed by Symanzik and others [9℄ . Review of this formalism an be found
in some standard introdutory textbook (e.g. [8℄). The SDEs an be derived by
further variations of the following ompat formula:
δΓ[R]
δRφi(x)
=
δSc
δφi(x)
∣∣∣∣∣
φ(x)=φˇ(x)
(25)
where φˇ is operator ating on the right
φˇi(x) = Rφi(x)− i
∫
d4y
δ2W [J ]
δJφi(x)δJφi(y)
δ
δRφi(y)
, (26)
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where Jφi is an assoiated external soure of φi, Rφi is the lassial expetation
value of φi. In words, the right handed dierential operator φˇi replaes the
Heisenberg eld operators φ positioned on the left in the lassial equation of
motion. In order to obtain the physial Green's funtions the soures are swithed
o at the end of the alulation.
Now we are going to explain some details for the equation for G−1A . For the
ase of spae-like derivatives of φ = A we an use per-partes integration as usually
δΓ[R]
δRA(x)
= −
{
(∂µ∂
µ +m2)RA(x) + gψ¯(x)ψ(x) (27)
+ mg(3Aˇ2(x) + Bˇ2(x)) + 2g2Aˇ(x)(Aˇ2(x) + Bˇ2(x))
}
,
Aˇ(x) = RA(x)− i
∫
d4y
δ2W [J ]
δJA(x)δJA(y)
δ
δRA(y)
,
Bˇ(x) = RB(x)− i
∫
d4y
δ2W [J ]
δJB(x)δJB(y)
δ
δRB(y)
,
ψˇ(x) = Rψ(x)− i
∫
d4y
δ2W [J ]
δη¯ψ(x)δηψ(y)
δ
δR¯ψ(y)
,
where we have used obvious identity
φˇ(x)1 = Rφ(x). (28)
In addition we will use onvenient shorthand notation for the measures and
dira delta in Minkowski spaetime.
d˜x = d4x; d˜p =
d4p
(2π)4
; δxy = δ
4(x− y). (29)
Also we introdue the abbreviation for the variations of the generating funtion-
als:
δnΓ[R]
δRi1(x1)...δRin(xn)
= Γ
Ri1 ,...,Rin
(x1...xn)
;
δnW [J ]
δJφi1 (x1)...δJφin (xn)
= W
φi1 ,...,φin
(x1...xn)
. (30)
One more variation of the Eq. (27) with respet to RA gives
ΓRARA(y,x) = −∂µ∂µδxy −m2δxy −ΠA(x, y) (31)
ΠA(x, y) =
δ
δRA(y)
{
mg[3Aˇ2(x) + Bˇ2(x)]
+2g2Aˇ(x)[Aˇ2(x) + Bˇ2(x)] + g ˇ¯ψ(x)ψˇ(x)
}
(32)
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Swithing the external soures J the equation (31) represents the Fourier
transformation of the inverse propagator G−1A
G−1A (x, y) = Γ
RARA
(y,x) |Rφ=0 =
∫
d˜peip.(x−y)
[
p2 −m2 − ΠA(p)
]
, (33)
sine in our notation
WAA(y,x)|Jφ=0 = −
∫
d˜pGA(p)e
ip.(x−y) . (34)
Reall at this plae general funtional identity
∫
d˜zΓRARA(y,z) W
AA
(z,x) = −δxy (35)
whih is valid in the ase of the presene of the external soures J to.
The ubi A3 term in the Lagrangian is responsible for the following ontri-
bution to ΠA (i.e. the rst term in (32)):
δAˇ2(x)
δRA(y)
1 =
δ
δRA(y)
[
R2A(x)− iWAA(x,x)
]
= 2RA(x)δxy − i
∫
d˜zd˜uWAA(x,z)Γ
RARARA
(y,z,u) W
AA
(u,x) (36)
The seond required variation in (31) is
δBˇ2(x)
δRA(y)
1 =
δ
δRA(y)
[
R2B(x)− iWBB(x,x)
]
= −i
∫
d˜zd˜uWBB(x,z)Γ
RARBRB
(y,z,u) W
BB
(u,x), (37)
where we have repeatedly used the relation
δW φ1φ2(x1,x2)
δΩ(y)
=
∫
d˜zd˜uW φ1φ2(x1,z)Γ
ΩRφ1Rφ1
(y,z,u) W
φ1φ2
(u,x2)
, (38)
whih is valid for any Ω, however thorough this paper Ω always stands for some
R. Note that eq. (38) simply follows from the identity (35). Taking J,R = 0
then the obtained integrals in eqs. (36),(37) orrespond with the third and the
fourth diagram in the diagrammati expression for selfenergy (22).
The terms whih follow from the quarti interations are
δAˇ3(x)
δRA(y)
1 =
δ
δRA(y)
[
R3A(x)− 3iRA(x)WAA(x,x) (39)
+(−i)2
∫
d˜td˜zd˜uWAA(x,t)W
AA
(x,z)Γ
RARARA
(t,z,u) W
AA
(u,x)
]
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= 3R2A(x)δxy − 3iWAA(x,x)δxy
−3iRA(x)d˜zd˜uWAA(x,z)ΓRARARA(y,z,u) WAA(u,x)
+(−i)2
∫
d˜td˜zd˜uWAA(x,t)W
AA
(x,z)Γ
RARARARA
(y,t,z,u) W
AA
(u,x)
+3(−i)2
∫
d˜rd˜sd˜td˜zd˜uWAA(x,r)Γ
RARARA
(y,r,s) W
AA
(s,t)W
AA
(x,z)Γ
RARARA
(t,z,u) W
AA
(u,x);
δAˇ(x)Bˇ2(x)
δRA(y)
1 =
δ
δRA(y)
[
RA(x)R
2
B(x)− iRA(x)WBB(x,x) (40)
+(−i)2
∫
d˜td˜zd˜uWAA(x,t)W
BB
(x,z)Γ
RARBRB
(t,z,u) W
BB
(u,x)
]
= R2B(x)δxy − iWBB(x,x)δxy
−iRB(x)
∫
d˜zd˜uWAA(x,z)Γ
RARBRB
(y,z,u) W
BB
(u,x)
+(−i)2
∫
d˜td˜zd˜uWAA(x,t)W
BB
(x,z)Γ
RARARBRB
(y,t,z,u) W
BB
(u,x)
+2(−i)2
∫
d˜rd˜sd˜td˜zd˜uWBB(x,s)Γ
RARBRB
(y,s,t) W
BB
(t,z)W
AA
(x,r)Γ
RARBRB
(r,z,u) W
BB
(u,x)
+(−i)2
∫
d˜rd˜sd˜td˜zd˜uWAA(x,s)Γ
RARARA
(y,s,t) W
AA
(t,r)W
BB
(x,z)Γ
RARBRB
(r,z,u) W
BB
(u,x)/, .
Setting R to zero then the rst line after the seond equality of the above
expressions (39),(40) is responsible for generation of the tadpole diagrams wherein
the vertex is undressed. The third lines of the above expressions orrespond
with the sunset diagrams wherein one quarti vertex is dressed. Considering the
prefators the sunset diagrams ontribution to Π(x, y) is as following
−(i)22g2
∫
d˜ld˜qd˜peip.(x−y)GA(p− l)GA(l − q)GA(q)ΓA4(p; q, l − q, p− l)
−(i)22g2
∫
d˜ld˜qd˜peip.(x−y)GB(p− l)GB(l − q)GA(q)ΓA2B2(p; q, l− q, p− l)
where ΓA4,ΓA2B2 are the exat proper quarti verties. The momentum or-
responding to external leg of the full vertex is ingoing, while all the momenta
assoiated with lines inside the loop are outgoing from this vertex.
The three remaining ontribution in (39),(40) orresponds with twoloop di-
agram of the same topology. The last term in (39) orresponds with the last
diagram in (22), while the both remaining terms in (40) orrespond to one to last
diagram in rel. (22).
The last term in eq. (32) orresponds with the fermion loop diagram depited
in (22). Suppressing dira indies the appropriate ontribution to ΠA reads
δψ¯(x)ψ(x)
δA(y)
= i T r
∫
d˜zd˜uΓηηRA(y,z,u)W
ψψ
(x,z)W
ψψ
(u,x) . (41)
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The derivation of higher verties proeed through the further dierentiation
with respet of a given R's. However in this paper we need to know only las-
sial (tree-level) verties, zero order of the Plank onstant expansion result
must orrespond with the variation of the lassial ation with respet to the
a given original elds, i.e. A,B, ψ. Using the obvious and onvenient nota-
tion ΓAkBn..(x1...xn+k..) = Γ
RA1 ...RBn ..
(x1...xn+k..)
∣∣∣
R=0
we list the appropriate verties here
for ompleteness:
ΓA3(x, y, z) = −6mgδxyδyz; ΓAB2(x, y, z) = −2mgδxyδyz
ΓψψA(x, y, z) = −2gδxyδyz; ΓψψB(x, y, z) = −2gδxyδyz;
ΓA4(x, y, z, t) = −12g2δxyδyzδzt; ΓA2B2(x, y, z, t) = −4g2δxyδyzδzt;
ΓB4(x, y, z, t) = −12g2δxyδyzδzt . (42)
Substituting the verties (42) into their right plaes, we an write down the result-
ing expression for the funtion ΠA. For pratial purposes we Fourier transform
the result into the momentum spae. After the little algebra we get
ΠA(p) = −ig2
∫
d˜l
{
−8 F(l)F(q)
l2 −M2(l) − 4
F(l)F(q)[−p2 + (M(l) +M(q))2]
(l2 −M2(l))(q2 −M2(q))
+6GA(l) + 2GB(l) + 18m
2GA(l)GA(l − p) + 2m2GB(l)GB(l − p)
}
, (43)
where the seond line follows from bosoni loops while the rst line follows from
the fermioni loop and where we used notation q = p− l.
The remaining SDEs an be derived from (25) by very similar fashion as the
equation for GA. From the following denition
G−1B (x, y) =
δ2Γ[R]
δRB(y)δRB(x)
∣∣∣∣∣
R=0
(44)
we an obtain the equation for the selfenergy funtion ΠB. In our approximation
of SDEs the result reads
G−1B (p) = p
2 −m2 −ΠB(p)
ΠB(p) = −ig2
∫
d˜l
{
6GB(l) + 2GA(l) + 4m
2GA(l)GB(l − p)
−8 F(l)F(q)
l2 −M2(l) − 4
F(l)F(q)[−p2 + (M(l)−M(q))2]
(l2 −M2(l))(q2 −M2(q))
}
(45)
The majorana fermion mass funtionM as well as the renormalization wave-
funtion F in the bare vertex approximation of the fermion SDE are
1
F(p) = 1 + i4g
2
∫
d˜l
{ F(l)p.l
p2
l2 −M(l) [GA(l) +GB(q)]
}
M(p)
F(p) = m+ i4g
2
∫
d˜l
{ F(l)M(l)
l2 −M2(l) [GA(q)−GB(q)]
}
, (46)
noting that there are only one loop diagrams even in the exat ase.
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4 Numerial results for SDEs of WZM
In this setion we present numerial results for the propagators as they have been
obtained from the solution of the SDEs. To obtain this, we onvert SDEs from
Minkowski spae into the Eulidean spae via performing Wik rotation. The
resulting set of rotated equations is presented in the Appendix A for a reader's
onveniene. Here, we should mention about possibility to solve SDEs diretly in
Minkowski spae [10℄, however this far nontrivial approah is until now developed
for renormalized theory only. Therefore at this stage of our alulation we deal
with Eulidean formalism, whih method leaves us with the solutions for spae-
like momenta only.
Before desribing a quantitative fae of the model we antiipate basi re-
sults. The most striking fat is the unexpeted behavior of the boson selfenergy
funtions ΠA,B. In aordane of our expetation they are degenerated, i.e. the
equation ΠA = ΠB is valid (with negligibly small numerial error). On the other
the boson selfenergy appears to be fairly unrelated with the fermion one. The
already perturbative observed violation from Susy Ward identity is further en-
haned. Again we will present the solution for unrenormalized but regularized
Green funtions. (Notation: solving the renormalized set of SDEs one an always
approximately preserve Ward identity at least in the viinity of the renormaliza-
tion. This is not ase we are interested in.)
Susy invariant regularization of I was already proposed in the paper [3℄. The
regulator Lagrangian term of the form
Lkin(φ→ ∂µ∂µφ)
Λ2
(47)
has been added into the original Lagrangian I ( Lkin orresponds with the rst
line of 1). This approah -albeit useful in perturbation theory analyzes in the
limitΛ→∞- beomes extremely inonvenient in nonperturbative study like here,
espeially when Λ remains nite. In fat, due to the number of time dierentia-
tion, new degrees of freedom appear and it is rather nontrivial task to reognize
partile ontent of suh theory ( assoiated with the S-matrix singularity rather
then the number of the elds in the Lagrangian). However, the theory II does not
respet Susy due to its radiative orretions breaking. We are not so restrited
by the hoie of the regularization sheme and we use two very simple regulator
funtions in our set of Eulidean SDEs. As a rst we have explored hard uto,
i.e. the momentum integrals in 50 beome∫
dx→
∫
dxθ(Λ2 − x) . (48)
As a seond presription we use the smooth regulator funtion, suh that∫
dx→
∫
dx
1
(x− Λ2)(z − Λ2) (49)
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Figure 1: Test of numerial preision. Square root of the boson selfenergy
ΠA,B(p
2) as has been obtained with various number of mesh-points, i.e. (num-
ber of disretized momentum points*number of disretized point of cos θ) Here
Λ2 = 106m2.
(x, z are the squares of Eulidean momenta dened below eqs. (50)).
Up to a few perentages auray, we have found, these two regularization
shemes beome idential for Λ >> m. The presented numerial results were
alulated within the use of seond approah, i.e. with regulator (49).
To integrate the equations numerially we use Gaussian quadrature method.
In the ase of usage of regulator funtion (49) the largest momentum was typially
p >> Λ (while the obtained funtions have physial only in the range p < Λ). The
equations (50) have been solved by the method of iterations. In this treatment
we need a knowledge about the funtions on a grid whih dier from the one
we hoose to disretize of momenta y → yi. For this purpose we interpolate the
appropriate funtions inside the kernels of SDEs. The numerially onvergene
was observed already for relatively small number of mesh points. This is shown
in the gure 4. The renormalization wave funtion F is displayed in the gure 4,
noting that due to the degeneray of salar and pseudosalar the mass funtion
is fully given by its inverse i.e.M = m/F . The boson selfenergy is shown in the
gure (4). For a very large uto it behaves like a onstant in the low energy
where s = p2 << Λ2. The results were alulated for rather small oupling
α = 0.01 and for three dierent values of uto Λ2/m2 = 105, 1010, 1020.
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Figure 2: Renormalization wave funtion F for two values of the oupling on-
stant α = g
2
4pi
and ultraviolet uto Λ2 = 108m2. m is the Lagrangian mass.
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Figure 3: Square root of the boson selfenergy ΠA,B(p
2) for α = 0.01. Figure
shows the dependene on the ultraviolet uto Λ. The result for α = 0.1 and
Λ2 = 108m2 is added or omparison. The results have physial meaning only
bellow the uto ,i.e. on the left side from the maximum of a given line.
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5 Conlusion and speulations
We studied quantum orretions to the propagators of Susy model without the
expliit presene of auxiliary elds. In the setion 3 we have shown that the
next to leading orretions orretion lead to dierent predition then known
from manifest Susy invariant treatment theory I. Calulated Green's funtions
do not respet Susy Ward identity own to the formalism I. The origin of this
an be easily traed: the preferable hoie of unperturbed Lagrangian 1 does not
orrespond with with free Lagrangian II.
In addition we have shown that this 'unexpeted disrepany' between I and
II (however it was somehow indiretly intimate already in the paper [1℄) be-
omes even more ruial when the solution of SDEs is onsidered. Of ourse, the
appropriate solution is only ertain approximation of the full nonperturbative
solution (e.g. it is trunation of SDEs system dependent), however, in agreement
with experiene from another quantum eld models, there is no large hane for
some signiant hanges when further improvement will be made. Some lattie
simulation, reently undone, but hopefully made in the near future ould out-
shine shades at this area (for some progress see the paper [11℄). The observed
violation of non-renormalization theorem has further non-trivial onsequenes.
This is beause the oupling onstants of ubi interations (in II) are propor-
tional to bare Lagrangian mas m. These need to be speied when dealing
with renormalization. The already mentioned lattie formulation of the problem
ould be atually redible guide. At this plae we should mention the paper
[12℄ where the authors observed the splitting of the renormalized oupling on-
stant as g → gAAF , gAGB2 , gAψψ (remind, the authors of this paper dealt with I).
This is an another indiation that a naive formal quantization and assoiated
funtional method applied on auxiliary elds (i.e. the eld without anonial
onjugate momenta) an fail in predition when ompared to the result obtained
from the sophistiated rst priniple method (here diretly from the disretized
path integral).
Although the model studied here has obviously no phenomenologial interest,
it has a large historial impat on a part of partile physis. At given time an
extreme eort and many speulations have been pursued to unover and explain
possible mehanism of Susy breaking [13, 14, 15, 16, 17℄,... . It seems very likely
that suh troubles an be overome if one use honestly onstrain ,i.e. equation
of motions for auxiliary eld ontent, before the quantization and thus then deal
with the usual quantum eld theory expanded around the lassial vauum, where
the nearest exitation are just free physial partiles.
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SDEs for WZM in Eulidean spae
Converting (43,45,46) to the Eulidean spae (l0 = il4E) we should obtain
ΠA(y) =
α
2π2
∫
∞
0
dx
∫ pi
0
dθx sin2 θJA ; ΠB(y) = α
2π2
∫
∞
0
dx
∫ pi
0
dθx sin2 θJB
JA =
{
6GA(x) + 2GB(x)− 18m2GA(x)GA(z)− 2m2GB(x)GB(z)
−8 F(x)F(z)
x+M2(x) + 4
F(x)F(z)[y + (M(x) +M(z))2]
(x+M2(x))(z +M2(z))
}
(50)
JB =
{
6GB(x) + 2GA(x)− 4m2GA(x)GB(z)
−8 F(x)F(z)
x+M2(x) + 4
F(x)F(z)[y + (M(x)−M(z))2]
(x+M2(x))(z +M2(z))
}
(51)
1
F(y) = 1 +
2α
π2
∫
∞
0
dx
∫ pi
0
dθx sin2 θ
{F(l)√(x/y) cos θ
x+M2(x) [GA(z) +GB(z)]
}
M(y)
F(y) = m+
2α
π2
∫
∞
0
dx
∫ pi
0
dθx sin2 θ
{F(x)M(x)
x+M2(x) [GA(z)−GB(z)]
}
(52)
where z = y − 2√xy cos θ + x, GA,B(x) = [x+m2 +ΠA,B(x)]−1
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